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ABSTRACT 

The thQOrQtiCat status of the photon Structure fUt-KtiOn 
is rQViQWQd. Particular attention is paid t0 the hadronic 

mixing problem and the ability of perturbative QCD to make 
definitive predictions for thQ photon StrUCtUrQ function 

1. Introduction. 

Deep inelastic scattering provides a unique probe of the POlntllkQ 
StrUCtUrQ Of matter. ThQ StrUCtUrQ Of thQ photon has SpQCial intQrQSt due 
to its two component nature where it can interact directly through its 
pointlike couplings or indirectly through its hadronic component. Initial 
interest’ in the photon structure function was based on the parton mOdQi. 
The parton model predicts that the Virtual photon can interact directly with 
thQ target photon through the exchange of charged pointlike partons. The 
parton mOdQl prediction for thQ photonstructure function becomes 

FQ%,@) = <e4> x {P(x) x log(Q2/m2) + B(x)) (1) 

where we SQQ the sensitivity to the fourth moment of the parton charge 
and the nonscaling QQ dependence. The parton x distribution, P(x), reflects 
the direct coupling to the photon The partOn mass Sets thQ SCalQ Of the 
logarithm and reflects the infrared sensitivity of the parton structure 
function In thQ following we will study the photon structure function 
within thQ COntQXt Of thQ theory Of perturbative quantum chromodynamics. 
We are particularly ConcernQdwith the separation of thQ direct pointlike 
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couplings Of thQ photon from the QffQCtS Of thQ quark and glUOn hadronic 
constituents. 

2. Leading order QCD. 

The application Of pQrtUrbatiVe QCD t0 thQ phOtOnStrUCtUrQ fUnCtiOn iS 
similar to its application to hadronic processes. The reaction can be 
factorized into a hard scattering cross-section of the constituents times 
their target probability, 

F2%Q2) = xc F&Q21 = 4 (2) 

The infrared SQiEitiVity is absorbed in constituent probabilities, AC The 

constituent cross-sections, FsC are directly COmpUtQd in perturbative 

QCD. Witten’ was the first to observe that the proper treatment of the 
photon StrUCtUrQ function requires that thQ photon be considered as its own 
constituent. Witten used operator product expansion and renormalization 
group methods to compute the hard scattering cross-sections In leading 
order. the diagrams for quark and gluon production as shown in Figure 1 are 
SUmmQd ,tO all Orders. Of course Only thQ hard SCattQring Parts Of thQSQ 
diagrams are correctly predicted by perturbative QCD. I emphasize the 
association of all QQ dependence with the hard scattering cross-sections 
rather than thQ QQ QVOlUtiOn of thQ partOn distributions. ThQ leading order 
results were alS0 obtained Using a wide Variety of methods”. 

Quantum chromodynamicsmakes a unique prediction for the asymptotic 
behavior of the photon StrUCtUrQ fUnCtiOn Witten presented the results 
for the moments of the structure function which are summarized by 

Hn(Q2) = Jdx xp2 x F&x.Q2) 

= an/c+&Q2) + bn 

+ xi b&Q2)ldbi x (I + . ...) x A,,, 

(photon) 

(hadrons) (3) 

where dn, = 2for,l/#o ? 0 are the hadronic anomalous dimQt?SiOnS. The 
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Figure I. Leading order perturbative diagr’ams. 

hadronic part has exactly the same StrUCtUrQ as hadronic deep itMaStiC 
scattering. In leading order, asymptotic freedom predicts that the 
effective strong coupling should vanish for large Q2 as %(Q2) + 

4n/80xlog(Q2/A2) -* 0. Hence the photon COmpOnQnt of the StrUCtUrQ 
function in Eq. 3 dominates asymptotically over thQ hadronic components 
and the mOmQntS have thQ behavior. 

fln(Q2) + a, x (Bo/4fl) x log(Q2/A2). (4) 

ThQ COQlfiCiQntS a, are computed in PQrtUrbatiVQ QCD and yield thQ 

nonparton but stiff x distribution shown in Figure 2. The result of Eq. 4 
predicts the ultimate asymptotic behavior of the moments as the 
anomalous dimensions given in Eq. 3 imply that all Other COrreCtiOnS to the 
moments are logarithmically suppressed. 

3. Higher order QCD. 

The higher order corrections to the moments can also be computed in 
perturbative QCD. ThQ next corrections to the photon component are O(I) 
in an w.S expansion and will continue to aymptotically dominate over the 
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Figure 2. Leading order structure function a> Valence 
component. b) Sea compoynt. c) Total. 

hadronic components dUQ t0 thQ pOSitiVity Of the hadronic at?OmalOUS 
dimensions with the QxCQptiOn Of the SeCOndmOmQnt Where the anomalous 
dimQt?SiOn can vanish. ThQ COQffiCiQntS, b,, were computed4 for n > 2 and 

combined with the higher order corrections to % to determine thQ photon 

component of the structure function through next leading order. These 
corrections are required for a significant determination of the QCD scale, 
&,, from this process. 

The moments can be directly compared to data or inverted to give 
directly thQ structure function For moderate x, the higher order 
correctionsdo not dramatically alter the Shape of the x distribution but do 
provide the overall scale of the structure function. The results are shown 
in Figure 3. For Small x, thQ higher Order prediction Of thQ photon 
COmpOnQnt brQakS down as it appears to predict a nQgatiVQ CrOSS-SQCtiOn. 
As emphasized by Duke and OwQn$, this effect is due to mixing with the 
hadronic component which cannot be suppressed at small x. The effect is 
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Figure 3. Higher order StrUCtUrQ fUnCtiOn a) ValQnCQ 
component. b) Sea component. c) Total. 

best seen by the separation of the theoretical prediction into the valence 
component, -[<e4>-<Q2>21, and the sea component, n<eQ>2. The negative 
terms appear only in the sea component. 

4. Mixing singularities. 

ThQ negative contribution t0 thQ sea Component Of the StrUCtUrQ 
fUnCtiOn arises from a pole in thQ b, COeffiCiQnt at n = 2. b, + b/(n-2). 

When inverted this pole generates a singularity at x q 0, 

F2sQa(x,Q2) -) - (I/x). (5) 

This singularity arises from the mixing of thQ photon and hadronic 
components and can be seen from the evolution equations for the structure 
functions4*S. The evolution equations generate terms in the form 



WhQrQ the singlet anomalous dimension canvanish, d, -) (n-2) + 0. While 

the expression in Eq. 6 is nonsingular even at n q 2. the existence of such 
terms can prOdUCQ the Singular terms in the photon Component. This 
behavior of the anomalous dimensions prOdUCQS nonuniform QVOlUtiOn in Q2 
as x + 0 since the ‘hadronic’ component of Eq. 6 Will dominate for n < 2 
and the ‘photon’ component will dominate for n > 2. Hence the singular 
terms found by Duke and Owenss in thQ sea component of the photon 
structure function is spurious and must be cancelled by similar 
singularities in the hadronic Component, 

i+,- x &(Q2)ldn- + Mn-2)) x Lxsldn-. (7) 

This CanCQllatiOn was shown7 t0 occur for the Virtual photonstructure 
function In this case the target photon is taken to be highly virtual and 
the entire amplitude is calculable in perturbativs QCD. The coefficient A,-,- 

can be computed exactly and does contain the pole expected form Eq. 7. We 
cor!cludQ that thQ “hadronic’ COmpOnQnt may not necessarily be ignored 
even for real photons as thQ COQffiCiQntS may be QnhanCQd due to poles QVQn 
though the terms are suppressed by powers of KS for n > 2. 

5. Regularization. 

The singularities diSCUSSQd in the previous SQCtiOn rQqUirQ that the 
simple separation of the photon and hadron COmpOnQntS be mOdif iQd. Much 
of the predictive power of perturbative QCD may be retained through the 
proper regularization of these singularities*. The basic point is that the 
singular terms produce a large effect in thQ sea distribution at Small x. 
HOWQVQr, QXCQpt for the SiMJUlarity, the Sea COmpOnQnt iS QXpQCtQd t0 be 
small. Therefore, any reasonable regularization will cancel thQ singularity 
and leave a remaining small sea component. Antoniadis and GrunbQrgg haVQ 
made an explicit construction of the regularized Structure function. The 
method first involves the explicit separation of the singular terms. Then 
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they introduce a new parameter, h, t0 tUnQ thQ strength Of thQ induced 
terms. The resulting structure function is nonsingular, 

b, = bnrQg + b/(n-21, [ t = h x w&Q21 1, 

flsnreg q a,/%(QQ) + bnrQg + [b/(n-2)I x {l-k] dn-). (8) 

For reaSOnable ValUQS Of h, thQ SingUlar tQrmS are rQdUCQd t0 a trUQ higher 
Order corrQctionwith SQtEitiVity t0 h Only at Small x. Their rQSUltS are 
shown in Figure 4. The prOCQdUrQ USQd hQrQ is by no means UnigUQ but 
Other methods will yield similar results. 

Figure 4. Regularized structure functions. a) Total 
contribution for various t values. b) Sea component. 



6. Higher order singularities. 

We have discussed the singularities and the reguiarization of the next 
leading contributions to the photon StrUCtUre fUnCtiOn. 6 ROsSi’o has 
made a systematic Study of singularities induced by higher order 
corrections. He finds that the mixirgs generated in higher orders produce 
poles which move to larger values of n. Poles at larger values of n 
correspondto more singular x distributions, 

i-l, + i/(n-ns) l F2(x) + l/x no-‘. (9) 

These poles are a further reflection of the nonanalytic behavior at small x. 
The singularities must be .canceiied by similar singularities in the 
“hadrOniC’ tQrIYI.S. The poles canbe diSCUSSQd from the perspective of the 
previous section with suitable reguiarization methods. When the 
singularities are canceiled, the higher order correctionswill be reduced to 
higher order except at very small x where perturbative QCD breaks down. 

7. Evolution 

A different perspective” concerningthe application of perturbative QCD 
to the photon structure function was presented to this conferenceby Drees. 
This work concludes that only evolution of the structure functions can be 
computed due to the mixing singularities in mxt and higher order. The 
dominant photon component can not be isolated from the hadron 
component. The treatment of the photon structure function is reduced to 
that of the hadronic structure function5 where one can only predict 
evolution of the structure function from one value of Q2 to higher values of 
Q2. This is very difficult to exploit in the case of the photon structure 
function. It requires knOWiQdgQ of three distribution functions qNS, qs, 

and G at one value of Qo2 or measurements at three values of Q2 to 
determine the full Q2 dependence (note there are 170 sum rules in this Case). 
In this procedure we lose ail sensitivity to AQCD 

In practice one must make an ansatz. at one Q2. to relate the singlet 
quark and the singlet giuon distributions to the nonsinglet quark 
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distribution Drees et al choosethe following relations, 

$(x.Q~~) = (<e2>/[<e4>-<e2>21)x qN$x.Q2). 

G’(x,Qo2) q (21801 x Pogq * Z? 

In order to test the evolution predictions, they let Qo2 = I GeV2 and evolve 
to fit the data at Q2 = 5 GeVe Which determines the ValmCe quark 
distribution, qNS(x,Qs2). Their predictions for the photon StrUCtUre 

function at higher C!e is shown in Figure 5. They compare the leading order 
evolution and higher order evolution and find little difference. They find 
no sensitivity to /bCD as expected in this approach. With their 

parameterization. they find only a slow approach to the ZEyWtOtiC 
structure function 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1. 
X 

Figure 5. Comparison of leading and higher order 
evolution of the photon structure function. 
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We may try to analyze the results of Drees et al by comparing their 
results with the results of Antoniadis et al. We may compare the 
asymptotic forms for the fitted moments, 

97 ’ = an/%(Q21 + b, + ENS + _ A’ni x Io(s(Q2)ldn,i . (II) 
. . 

The two approachesmust agree on the values of a, and b,. The coefficient 

An- must have the same n=2 singularities. However the nonsingular parts 

of the Ani can be expected to differ as well as the choice of AQCo We 

see that the two approaches differ only in those terms which are not 
calculable in perturbative QCD. Whether the photon component or the 
hadron component dominates depends on the fitting procedure. 

ASSUmit’tg that both approaches can fit the data, we can address the 
sensitivity to the determination of AQCo The nonsingular hadronic terms 

of Drees et al can imitate the dependence on A2 only if they have the 
correct x distribution over the fitted range of Q2. The A2 values are 
related by 

an x (80/4fi>x log(A2A~ 

= a, x (@s/4fl)x log(A&GR) - c A%i x(O$)dni (12) 

where only the nonsingular parts contribute to Ahi. If the values of A2 

differ in the two fits, then the hadronic terms must have the pointlike 
structure of the x distribution dictated by the coefficient, an. However 

the true hadronic part of the structure function is expected to have an x 
distribution similar to typical hadronic structure functions and not the 
stiff x distribution of the pointlike contribution from an. I concludethat 

the evolution approach adVOCatQd by Drees et al is quite conservative. It 
chooses to iqnore our ability to directly compute the large photon 
component which may dominate the entire cross-section 
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8. Conclusions. 

In this talk I have only briefly discussed the fundamental QCD analysis 
of the photon structure function as it has been extensively presented in the 
literature. Instead I have focussed on the questions related to the 
hadronic mixing problem. My basic conclusion is that a large pointlike 
photon component can dominate the photon structure function with a 
calculable dependence on A2aCD The mixing singularities discovered in 

the perturbative analysis must be properly treated. HOWeVQr the analysis 
of Antoniadis et al does provide a reasonable prescription for regularizing 
the perturbative singularities but requires the introduction of a new 
parameter, h. The structure function is sensitive to the value of h only at 
small x. Of course the size of the true hadronic COmpOrWt is not 
calculable in perturbative QCD. However since this hadronic component is 
not expQctQd to have the pointlike x distribution, thQ data can be usQd to 
determine whether a large hadronic component is required. If the 
structure function is pointlike, then we can presume the photon component 
dominates and use the moderate x range to determine A'QCD. 

In fits to the data, a vector meson dominance (VHD) contribution iS 
usually included with the hadronic x distribution Although only a small 
effect, this hadronic component should include the QXpQCtQd Qe dependence. 
The h parameter of Antoniadis et al produces a VMD-like effect with the 
correct Q2 dependence. 

. 

Strictly perturbative analysis can not be used further to resolve the 
structure of the hadronic components. Diagram CalCUlatiOnS are SenSltiVe 
to the wrong, perturbative infrared dependence which nQglects all 
confinement effects. In the future we must look to nonperturbative 
estimates of the hadronic coefficients, Ani. Perhaps the QCD lattice 

industry can be induced to study the appropriate matrix elements and 
determine whether anomalously large hadronic components contribute to 
the DhOtOn structure fIKtiOn 
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COMMENTS 

S. BRODSKY: 
result for F2a 

As you have emphasized, the mass dependence in the QPM 
-., log(Q2/m2) is replaced by the QCD scale A2 in the 

all-order calculation For heavy quarks m2 >> AZ, the mass dependence 
can not be neglected. Thus shouldn’t we include higher dimension 
operators in the analysis to recover the mass dependence, including the 
vacuum expectation values which give large consistent quark masses? 
Neglecting these contributions could affect the determination of ti 

from F2’. 

J.H. FIELD: For the charm quark contribution to F,, the quark parton 
prediction iS normally used as the mass Scale is Set not by /hCD but by 

the charm quark mass. If however AQCD iS as Small as 100 NeV and the 

lightest constituent quark mass is -300 MeV, is to be expected that even 
for the light quarks, the quark mass will set the energy scale, not AQc,. 

In fact existing data are fitted equally well by the QPN with conventional 
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constituent quark masses or by asymptotic QCD predictions with A as an 

adjustable parameter. 

K. GRASSIE: How do you obtain the typical behavior of Structure 
functions as predicted by QCD, namely an increase of F2 at large x and 
decrease at small x if you change A2 or Q2 appropriately? This behavior 
is predicted by the + terms which have been neglected in the 

semi-asymptotic solution of Antoniadis and Grunberg. 

WINSTON KO: If we measure the longitudinal structure function, FL, 

which is expected to not have a Qs dependence, would it be useful to 
determine the Q2 - independent term of F27 


